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Foreword from the Chair
F

rom small town centres to major cities across the country, businesses and
communities have been hit hard by the Covid-19 pandemic. Over the
preceding decade, Hoylake had been building on a reputation as a centre for
great, independent destination businesses. Confidence had been growing and
investment was coming in. But as difficult as the past months have been for us
all, there is a good deal of hope for the future if we plan well.
Hoylake Vision firmly believe that the Hoylake Neighbourhood Development Plan
(NDP), and this Masterplan document will help the local economy to become
stronger, more resilient and more sustainable than ever over the coming years.
There will be three strands to this:

• We need to continue to promote Hoylake as a great place to live, to visit,
and to invest in, by building on the successes of the past. By raising
confidence we will attract more investment. Both Hoylake’s built and natural
environments are tremendous assets that need to be actively promoted and
enjoyed by local residents, organisations, businesses and visitors.
• We need to continue to attract more niche, independent destination
businesses to come to Hoylake. The New Economics Foundation’s Local
Multiplier 3 (LM3) methodology, which is widely adopted by Local Authorities
and businesses around the UK, shows that £1 spent with this type of local
business is worth £1.76 to the local economy, and only 36 pence if it is spent
out of the local area. That makes £1 spent locally worth almost 400 % more to
the local economy where the high street is dominated by local businesses,
rather than by national chains.
• We need to continue to innovate by taking advantage of new post covid
social realities. With many more people now actively encouraged to work from
home, there are real opportunities for town centre businesses to take
advantage of this potential for extra daytime footfall during the week that
could not be enjoyed previously. Diversification will be key to this; flexible use
spaces for meeting, working and playing will appear, some of which may be
completely new concepts.
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All of this will mean more jobs, more revenue for government and the local
authority, leading to more spending on vital public services, more stability for the
local economy and more economic support for the most vulnerable in our
society. And less time traveling to and from work is better for the environment as
well, perhaps, for our personal physical and mental well-being…
This masterplan draws on feedback from an ongoing consultation process that
has been under way since the adoption of the NDP by public referendum in
December 2016, in which 86 percent of those voting were in support. It also draws
on the responses to a major independent consultation process led by PLACED
Community Interest Company during 2020.
The masterplan has been produced by Hoylake Vision with the support of
consultants AECOM, with the project funded by LOCALITY and supported by
Wirral Council.
On behalf of the forum I would like to take this opportunity to thank Jo Harrop
and colleagues at PLACED, Nick Beedie and colleagues at AECOM, LOCALITY,
Wirral Council (especially John Entwhistle), Hoylake Vision’s independent
planning advisor Philip Barton, as well as members of Hoylake Vision, and in
particular the management group, for their excellent contributions and advice.
The management group are especially grateful to the many Hoylake residents
and businesses who have taken time to respond to the consultation process so
far.
We hope you will find this document inspiring and encouraging, whether you are
a local resident, business or potential investor, and would welcome your
thoughts.
Please email info@hoylakevision.org.uk if you have any comments you would
like to make.

Hoylake has a bright future.
Mark Howard
Chair, Hoylake Vision
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Introduction
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1.1 Purpose and Scope

T

he purpose of this Neighbourhood
Masterplan is to set out the vision
and key projects following on from
public consultation, responding to
local (and recent global issues). To set
out understanding of the key sites and
options that can help to deliver the
vision. This addresses the whole town,
with a focus on three areas of the town
about which local residents have been
consulted; The Carr Lane Industrial
Estate, The Row on Market Street and
The Promenade / North Parade.
Much consultation with residents has
taken place but further consultation
(e.g. with business and residents in
Carr Lane) will be required. Likewise,
further feasibility and design work will
be necessary to realise the proposed
key projects and to deliver the
sustainable regeneration of the key
sites for the town to meet the
challenges of climate change, energy
targets and growth whilst protecting
Hoylake’s historic character and
attractiveness as a destination for
visitors.
This Neighbourhood Masterplan is
essential for the people of Hoylake to
set out their local Vision and influence
the development that may come
forward in their town. In this way the
people of Hoylake are pro-actively
engaging with the planning system in
order to influence a future for their
businesses, the identity and the
success of their town as a place to live,
work and enjoy together.

Figure 1. Hoylake is a very attractive town
with a historic built environment

It will also serve to attract ongoing
sustainable investment and job
creation that will help ensure the town
continues to respond positively to
emerging social, economic and
environmental challenges. Around the
UK, evidence suggests that without
such investment, small coastal towns
like Hoylake are at very real risk of
irreversible economic decline.
This report provides an evidence base
and Masterplan for the second
iteration of the Hoylake Neighbourhood
Plan and should be read in conjunction
with the Hoylake Design Codes report
(another key document within the plan)
which includes character area analysis
and guidance, as an integral part of the
evidence base for the analysis and
particularly character assessment of
the sites in this report and the whole
town.
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Becoming part of the Neighbourhood
Plan will be the first stage of proposals
but will require longer term
engagement from and with the local
authority Wirral MBC, to consult
further with local businesses and
stakeholders and generate the
support to turn the proposals into a
reality which benefits the local area.
Public sector funding and private
investment will need to be secured for
the proposals in order to turn
opportunities into physical
developments and improvements,
helping recovery from the pandemic
for a greener, healthier community.

Figure 2. The promenade is a hub of
activity and meeting place

The timeline proposed for the major
sites, opportunity areas and
suggested projects is set up to reflect
short, medium and long-term
ambitions based on the availability,
scale and likely complexity of projects
/ sites to deliver finally, if funding can
be secured. Ongoing work and
momentum will be vital to succeed.
Over time, other projects may come
forward that fit this vision and strategy
and they should be encouraged within
the guiding principles of this
Neighbourhood Masterplan and paired
Hoylake Design Guide. The Hoylake
Neighbourhood Masterplan aims to be
ambitious and forward looking and will
require the continued input, feedback
and support from the town and its
people.

Figure 3. The foreshore is one of Hoylake’s
greatest natural assets
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1.2 The Document Structure

T

his document is written in two
parts; the first sets out
background, key drivers and vision for
Hoylake across the town at this
unprecedented time in its history, the
second looks at the opportunity sites
proposed as Masterplan sites in the
first iteration of the neighbourhood
plan (Carr Lane Industrial and
Residential Areas, The Promenade,
Town Centre) and an indicative
concept and timeline for the
development of each of these.
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1.3 Background Information
Relationship to the
‘Hoylake Design Guide &
Codes’ document

T

his masterplan and the sites and
projects within it must be taken
forward in a way that is compatible
with the Hoylake Design Guide and
Codes. Design Codes (acting like
design briefs) three key sites/areas
being; Carr Lane Industrial Estate, The
Row on Market Street and The
Promenade (corresponding to the
three key areas sites in this
masterplan).
The Hoylake Design Guide was
commissioned to ensure that new
development is in keeping with the
character of the town, especially the
Victorian and Edwardian period
character, and is also reflective of the
character of the two Conservation
Areas. The Design Guide and the
Design Codes within it do not restrict
creativity and an inclusive approach to
delivering designs of high-quality that
innovate with purpose but they must
be directly mindful of the townscape
and landscape characters.

Sites & Opportunity Areas
The two key sites within the NDP area
that the masterplan addresses are:
1. The Row, Market Street (HS3);
and
2. Carr Lane Industrial and
Residential Area (CL2);
These sites are identified in policy
within the first iteration of the NDP.
In addition to these, based on public
consultation, a key opportunity area:
3. The Promenade
This is included with a series of small
scale sites that are identified along the
main frontage because this area
received most comments and ideas at
public consultation, showing how
important community and leisure uses
and activities are to residents..
Together these areas incorporate
many key activities and opportunities
that can ensure Hoylake will continue
as a healthy, successful and richly
sustainable neighbourhood.
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Figure 4. Sites and Opportunity Area
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Location & Study Area
Hoylake is a coastal town on the north
western corner of the Wirral Peninsula,
near to the town of West Kirby and
where the River Dee estuary meets the
Irish Sea. It is part of the Metropolitan
Borough of Wirral, Merseyside,
although historically it was part of
Cheshire.
Hoylake is close to a variety of great
places e.g. Snowdonia, Liverpool,
Chester, Lake District; having excellent
road and rail links.
The adjacent map shows the
boundary of the NDP area. The
boundary divides the plan area from
Meols to the north-east, and West
Kirby to the south-west.
The dashed line is the proposed
revised boundary for the 2021 revision
to the made neighbourhood plan.

Population & Catchment
The population of the town, over time,
has been recorded as 60 in 1801, 589
in 1851 and 2,701 in 1901. According
to the 2001 census was 5,710
population. Hoylake has had a vibrant
town centre and hosted internationally
important golf events and is a focus
for coastal activities, sports and
recreation but its small population
catchment requires visitors and some
targeted growth to sustain its
businesses which give life and
character to this coastal town. Future
growth or decline must be addressed
proactively and urgently to sustain the
town in a managed way and retain its
attraction.
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1.4 Planning Policy, Guidance
and Background Studies
Local Planning Policy
A new Local Plan is being prepared by
Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council
to shape the future of the borough for
the 15-year period between 2020 and
2035. It is a spatial planning document
that sets out how the borough should
be developed over the next 15 years,
in line with the requirements of
national policy (NPPF) and legislation. It
comprises a book of policies and a
map of proposals that will replace the
Council’s existing Unitary
Development Plan, adopted in
February 2000. The Development Plan
for the Neighbourhood Plan area
currently comprises:
• The Wirral Unitary Development
Plan (UDP), adopted February
2000 (1994)

• The Joint Waste Local Plan for
Merseyside and Halton (JWLP),
adopted July 2013
The Local Plan must set the overall
requirement for housing and other
development over the Plan period and
must identify enough land for
development to meet this requirement.
The latest stage was the publication of
a Local Plan Issues and Options
document for public consultation (now
closed). A local plan call for sites is
currently open (to 2027), to undertake
a comprehensive review of urban
development land in the Borough in
order to avoid the need to release
greenbelt (i.e. potential sites or broad
locations are put forward for further
consideration).

Local Plan Policy
Considerations:
There is no specific policy on Design in
the Unitary SPD but there are policies
on Urban Development and
Regeneration, Housing and Heritage
and Conservation.
Relevant policies in the new Core
Strategy for the Local plan will include
CS43 – Design, Heritage & Amenity.

Hoylake Neighbourhood
Development Plan
Since 2011 Hoylake produced a 20152020 Neighbourhood Development
Plan (NDP). This process was initially
led by Hoylake Village Life and latterly
by Hoylake Vision (formally Hoylake
Community Planning Forum). The
group are now working on a new
iteration of the plan for 2020-2025, for
which this study provides an evidence
base and will be incorporated into
policy. Current Neighbourhood Plan
policies hold weight until such time as
they are replaced and this Masterplan
is in accordance with these and with
the vision statement of the plan:
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To maintain Hoylake as an environmentally
attractive seaside town and socially inclusive
place to live, work in and to visit. To be a
healthier, well-housed community with a thriving
economy which values creativity and
entrepreneurialism. To support a vibrant town
centre, which meets the day-to-day needs of
local people and provides high quality food, drink
and entertainment opportunities for residents
and visitors. To support the town centre and the
Carr Lane Industrial Estate as the foci for a wide
range of easily accessible jobs.
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Background Studies
Regeneration Plan for Hoylake and
West Kirby (2004, BDP for MBW,
support by OOP, NWDA)

T

his former masterplan report set
out a vision for the towns of
Hoylake and West Kirby, providing key
principles for development and
identifying several key opportunities
for investment. At the time, further
consultation, feasibility and design
work was identified as necessary and
this masterplan seeks to revisit the
proposals for Hoylake, updating the
relevant proposals where appropriate
but based on the specific
opportunities and challenges we face
today in 2021 following on from some
successful public realm schemes on
Market Street and at the Station
Gateway area of the town which
followed this report.

Other background information
and helpful guidance
• Building for Life 12 / Building for a
Healthy Life
• Understanding Place (English
Heritage 2011)
• By Design Planning and Access for
Disabled People: Guide
• Merseyside Code of Practice on
Access and Mobility
• Safer Places: Planning System &
Crime Prevention
• Manual for Streets 1 & 2
• Neighbourhood planning in a
climate emergency (2020)
• Grimsey Covid19 Supplement
(2020)
• Street Design Standards Brief
(2020)
• Living with Beauty (2020)
• Place Alliance Homes and Covid
Report (2020)
• Productive Places: Creating
Spaces for the New Economy
(scdi)
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02

Masterplan
Drivers
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2.1 Drivers: Climate, Character,
Community and Economy
Climate
Addressing environmental issues that
affect climate change requires that
development must look to address the
bigger picture (and micro-climate) by
mitigating and adapting to local
changes whilst using fewer resources
and applying them more efficiently.
The community will benefit overall and
there is an opportunity to use it to
inform aspects of good character and
develop local distinctiveness also.

Character

Responding to local character and
identity and enhancing the overall
town with new and improved places
that strengthen and add to these
qualities is fundamental to the
masterplan vision. Good design will
take the opportunities available for
improving the character and quality of
an area and the way it functions with
different characters suiting and
promoting different activities.

Community

The local community will play a vital
role in continuing to shape and
achieve this masterplan vision. The
community should be involved in the
design process through approaches
such as co-design, design workshops
and other engagement techniques, so
that places and buildings reflect local
community preferences, improve their
quality of life and fit well into their
surroundings.
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Economy
There is the opportunity for more
entrepreneurial niche and destination
business spaces that create a level of
attraction to the town centre beyond
its relatively small population
catchment. ‘Good’ business leads to
better and more sustainable job
creation and employment and
combines with Hoylake’s historic and
natural landscape beauty create an
attractive destination that can thrive.
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2.2 Response: Protection,
Regeneration and Growth

Figure 5. Protection, Growth and Regeneration concept
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Protection
The attractiveness and heritage value
of the two conservation areas and
further neighbourhoods of well
preserved Victorian and Edwardian
development form the built element
worthy of general protection. The
habitat and natural capital value of the
landscape that surrounds Hoylake on
all sides (foreshore, wetlands and
estuary) and key open spaces within,
form landscape protection areas.

Regeneration

Newer C20 developments (e.g. Carr
Lane Industrial Estate) present an
opportunity to help create a greener
and more equitable town that can
adapt post COVID, responding to
changing lifestyles and sustainability
targets. The less sustainable uses,
patterns and materials make these
areas a key focus for adaptation.
Landscapes such as the Foreshore
and wetlands can also be enhanced.

Growth

A degree of growth (population and
tourism) is desirable to sustain
Hoylake. To grow without harming
valuable landscapes and historic
neighbourhoods is to intensify in lower
density areas. The two large
conservation areas should not be the
focus as they have an important
character to retain and respect, as do
neighbouring Victorian and Edwardian
suburbs so the growth should come
as part of regeneration measures.
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The Vision
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3.1 Engagement

H

oylake Vision Community
Planning Forum are currently in
the process of reviewing their existing
Neighbourhood Development Plan
which runs from 2015-2020, and
preparing for a new, updated plan
which will be effective 2020-2025.
As part of this process, the Forum
want to broaden engagement in the
key ideas, proposals and policies to
ensure that the new plan reflects the
views of local people. PLACED were
commissioned to deliver key parts of
this local engagement, which sought
to better understand what the local
residents thought should happen in
three key areas: the town centre
including a possible town square; the
beach and promenade; and the Carr
Lane Estate.
The objectives of engagement were:

• To obtain information and data to
inform the objectives, priorities
and policies of the Masterplan &
Neighbourhood Development
Plan.
• Generate local awareness of and
support for the Neighbourhood
Development Plan, demonstrating
that the process is open and
transparent and that local voices
have been heard.
• Production of a clear, evidenced
based report.

Whilst initially planned to be delivered
as a series of face-to-face events,
engagement was transferred online as
it coincided with the Covid-19
pandemic and lock-down measures.
PLACED developed a Hoylake Social
PinPoint website, an interactive
platform for discussion and sharing
views, discussion and leaving of ideas
(https://placed-engagement.org.uk/
hoylake). The website consisted of
three routes to share views:

• An online survey
• An Ideas Wall
• An Interactive Map
The website was open for comment
from July to October 2020 and
remains open to view. In addition to
the website, the following were
undertaken:

• PLACED delivered an online Zoom
workshop
• A paper survey was distributed in
the local paper. Results from the
survey were added to the online
survey and incorporated into the
findings here.
• Local media release to increase
awareness of the engagement
opportunities.
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3.2 The Spatial Concept

Figure 6. Spatial diagram sketch from workshop with Hoylake Vision Community Forum
neighbourhood planning group members following consultation

Overarching Concept

T

he spatial aims for Hoylake as a
‘home town, not a clone town’ has
been refined throughout the project
duration and receipt of feedback at
public engagement, including
feedback provided at public
workshops (see online: Hoylake
Neighbourhood Development Plan
Engagement Summary).

The spatial vision seeks to show the
town square at the heart of a wider
masterplan, as a key focus of
identity for the town along with other
key elements, particularly the
promenade (for locals and visitors)
and strengthening connections
between the three sites and
particularly to the Carr Lane Estate
and wider landscape.
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3.3 The Overarching Vision

T

his community led Masterplan
aims to ensure new development
is in-keeping with a local vision for the
town to create a ‘home-town’ not a
‘clone-town’. In a challenging postCovid19 world where everyone’s
community spirit can come together
to secure the fortunes of the town and
grow it in sustainable ways whilst
ensuring everyone’s safety, health,
job-security and belonging. This vision
covers the whole town and includes
proposals for two existing site
allocations in the made plan (CL2 and
HS3), including the promenade and a
proposal for landscape renewal,
perhaps including a Wildfowl and
Wetlands Centre located around
Ellerman Lines Site and into the
adjacent greenbelt areas.
The proposals are designed to
respond to, aid and advance the lives
of residents and attractiveness of the
place for visitors with long term
sustainable recommendations that will
support and uphold local values and
resources for future generations. The
townscapes and character has been
analysed in the companion ‘Hoylake
Design Guidance and Codes’ which
reveals the many factors that are key
to the ‘sense of place’ and this study
feeds into the specific design
proposals for the town and site
allocations, providing rules and
guidance for characterful design
responses all around it.
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3.4 Development Objectives
A connected and integrated
neighbourhood

‘Greening’ the economy &
homes of Hoylake

Connections to the town centre for all
communities by safe and convenient
routes with good public transport,
walking and cycling links (particularly
across the railway for Carr Lane
Estate) and improving access to the
promenade and foreshore for all, so
that residents can have easy access
to both the amenities of Hoylake and
the surrounding countryside.

Existing employment space will be
better connected within the new
neighbourhood and be accessible to
the wider town. It will be flexible; and
adaptable, with a focus as part of the
central hub and an emphasis on
creating new and skilled employment
opportunities for Hoylake residents. A
place to start and grow businesses,
live/ work and retain existing business
or attract new employers to Hoylake.

Locally distinctive
development & buildings

Promoting a highly distinctive local
character that reflects the coastal
location and heritage of the wellpreserved Victorian and Edwardian
neighbourhoods and a high quality
approach to place making set within
the Wirral peninsula landscapes.

Some new affordable homes
for the community

A focus on meeting the needs of
Hoylake with smaller family homes and
provision for the elderly and extra
care, but with overall variety, providing
modern and innovative houses
including potential for custom and
modular build. There will be an
emphasis on Building for Life
principles, and adaptable, energy
efficient homes, to enable residents to
remain in the community as their
families grow or their needs change.

A new hub/ town square for the
local community
Providing for everyday needs, new
patterns of working and cultural offer
for residents, improving the quality of
life for people living within the
adjoining areas and helping to
increase the town’s catchment and
identity as a destination. Focused
around a new town square, a hub will
provide arts, work and retail space.

Enhancing ecological and
landscape assets for all

Places structured around a healthy
green infrastructure network that
contain a range of green spaces,
fulfilling multiple functions, including
preserving the ecological value of
wetlands, foreshore environments and
providing high-quality outdoor sports
and leisure facilities, in accessible
locations for all.
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3.5 Carr Lane Vision
Vision

Justification

This is an important, economically
active site and further consultation is
required to understand the views of
businesses and residents in the area.
There are great opportunities to set
out a long-term (30 years) vision that
will help both existing residents and
businesses to safeguard their
interests whilst proactively addressing
the need to change towards a lower
carbon economy. Connections across
the railway line, via bridge, to the town
centre can bring about health and
safety benefits. Likewise, planting
street trees in this environmentally
sensitive context can improve the
character and attractiveness of the
estate for all, helping set the scene for
gradually improving the character of
the area, with residents at the heart of
the process.

The significant focus on motor vehicle
dealerships and garages in the area
will need to adapt over time as electric
vehicles begin to dominate the market.
Opportunities could be realised to
attract small scale, eco-businesses to
establish in the area; for example
high-tech manufacturing, research
and development. A wider opportunity
exists for creating a more bio-diverse
environmentally attractive setting that
is significantly greener and more
sustainable as a place in its own right.
The community would like to promote
sustainability, healthy activity and
economic activity; this is a place
where all come together.
The hinterland beyond the residential
and industrial areas is an important
landscape setting of existing wetlands,
perhaps suitable for an attraction such
as a Wildfowl and Wetland Centre with
nature trails, cycle paths and lakes
(see Ellerman Lines site opportunity
area to SE).
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Figure 7. Indicative masterplan option highlighting how development plots can be retained or
redeveloped in phases over the long term within a strong green infrastructure framework

Design Considerations
To create a compact sustainable neighbourhood at Carr Lane Industrial
Estate the following design aims should be considered:

• A new community hub / centre

• Innovative green architecture

• Walkable and cycle-able streets

• Mixed-housing types/tenures

• Safely connected and accessed

• Higher than average densities

• Enhanced green infrastructure

• Link smart-bus transportation

• Retain/adapt employment uses

• Support zero-carbon pioneers
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3.6 Promenade Vision
Vision
Over one thousand metres of renewed
Victorian promenade for wheelchairs,
mobility vehicles, walkers and cyclists;
all carefully integrated with
landscaping that softens a new hard
surface environment, creating
comfortable sheltered areas to sit and
take in the views and sunsets or watch
the bird-life. Regenerating with
improved hard landscape surfacing
presents the perfect opportunity to
address surface water and other
drainage issues below that promenade
that adversely impact the beach.
High-quality natural materials will
create a setting, attracting footfall to
small-scale, commercial uses. EV
charging points will be distributed
along the promenade. A multi-purpose
zero carbon community café, off-road
wheelchair and cycle hire hub, with
visitor information facilities are all
‘sticky’ uses that will encourage
people to stay longer, as will facilities
such as a skate park for ‘Generation Z’.

Parking, that currently dominates
North Parade, will be provided in a
more landscaped and efficient format
to create a promenade that puts
people before cars, improving the
foreground for the wonderful
panoramic views and sunsets.

Justification
The longstanding work of Hoylake and
Meols in Bloom to improve and
maintain the Green Flag accredited
Parade Gardens, alongside its recently
refurbished tennis courts, make this
area one of Hoylake’s most valued
assets. However, the wider Promenade
has untapped potential as a regional
destination that can be bolstered with
a series of key projects and
investment in the public realm. This will
be vital to capture the increasing
internal UK tourism market and
fostering sustainable tourism that will
be local, accessible by train, cycle,
wheelchair and EV’s. This will ecocharge the local economy, community
and environment, whilst bolstering
local distinctiveness.
The local community has made their
voice clear that this type of
improvement is something that they
would value.
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Figure 8. Indicative sketches of western Promenade opportunities and constraints from
workshop with Hoylake Vision community planning forum members

Design Considerations
To create an enhanced promenade and significant multi-functional public
realm to attract all day use will require consideration of these factors:

• Rebalancing combined street
space and promenade as such for
a hierarchy of users: pedestrians,
cyclists & vehicles (in that order)
• Create legible routes, focal points
and access (to the promenade and
beach)
• Incorporate more locally
distinctive design features & public
art
• Extended native planting scheme
along the whole promenade

• Incorporate practical &
atmospheric lighting for evening
usage
• Address existing drainage issues
with integrated SuDS scheme
• Encourage movement whilst
protecting spaces for resting /
watching
• Electric shuttle-bus & electric
vehicle (EV) charging points
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3.7 Town Centre Vision
Vision

Justification

A mixed-use development that has
either a community or arts building
focus alongside small local retail/
business incubator units (to include
existing site users) is proposed,
fronting onto a high-quality, green and
flexible public space, supported by
town centre live/work spaces. In order
to increase footfall and patronage to
local businesses, decrease vacant
units and focus activity along Market
Street.

This site and project can be a key to the
recovery of Hoylake’s retail and
commercial leisure sectors after the
COVID-19 pandemic is under control.
Furthermore, it is important to
Hoylake’s continued economic
success and the aim to recover its
status as a town centre.

A shift from a retail anchor scheme to
an indoor theatre/music venue and
flexible outdoor space, e.g. for a
market, in an inclusive space with
locally distinctive architecture that
upgrades the site and creates a fitting
focus for local identity and character.

The Row has attracted good quality
businesses recently, but to enhance
the overall competitiveness of the
town as a destination and drive further
footfall for these businesses there is a
great opportunity to create a
community square and incorporate a
venue for e.g. live music or small scale
theatre performance, that will be key
to revitalising Hoylake’s day and nighttime economy post-COVID. Consulting
with residents and retaining these
businesses on site would be a key part
of any redevelopment on site. This
initiative is community, not developerdriven; which could be far less holistic,
e.g. residential units and / or large
scale retail.
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“The key purpose..... should be to seek to build on the existing
individuality of centres, ensuring centres are a focus/hub for their
communities, and extend the ‘dwell time’ and spend of visitors/
residents visiting the town centre which in turn will support their
vitality and viability.”
– Wirral Retail and Town Centres Study, 2019

Figure 9. Indicative urban form concepts to understand how the site can knit into the existing
urban fabric (and public realm), to inform design workshop discussions

Design Considerations
The following is a list of the design considerations for a town square:

• More attractive public space
required to dwell and host events
(such as a market)

• Re-balance ratio of existing private
parking to public space

• Connected and integrated

• Creating a new flexible workspace
and live / work

• Mixed-use indoor and outdoor
program including events

• Higher density residential to
support character elsewhere

• Mixed-housing types and tenures
with affordable housing

• Develop an architecture that is
distinctive and characterful

• Strong social offer to attract
activity / community uses;

• Balance place and movement
functions
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04

Whole Town
Frameworks
This community masterplan covers the Parish of
Hoylake and reinforces the existing structure of
the town and many networks which are overlaid
within it, including; streets and paths (Movement
structure), planting and ecology (Landscape
structure), and the daily patterns of resident’s
lives (Neighbourhood structure). The proposals
are designed to respond to, aid and advance the
lifestyle and meaning of the place for residents
and visitors with long term sustainable proposals
that will support and uphold local values and
optimise resources for future generations.
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4.1 Green Infrastructure
Framework

Figure 10. Landscape Context
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C

ompact urban neighbourhoods
like Hoylake can be thought as not
having much room for planting (often
due to street parking) but optimising
and greening streets is essential to
encouraging active travel to support
local vitality, particularly for the town
centre and foreshore as a destination.
Green comfortable streets and paths
along key routes between Market
Street and the Promenade and on to
Carr Lane will enhance lives and set
the tone for development proposals.
Planting and increasing space for
equitable, low-carbon forms of
movement can help to preserve and
facilitate the adaptation of the town
through changing patterns of local use
from the 2020-21 pandemic.
It will work in Hoylake’s favour to
preserve and enhance its most
historic urban areas and corridors by
maximising green infrastructure and
planting opportunities along key
routes such as the Promenade and
Market Street (in this case extending
improvements already established).
Supporting attractive walking and
cycling routes back to the town centre,
planting natural capital and maximising
active travel along Carr Lane will
create a sustainable-urban street that
attracts a variety of uses and
enhances biodiversity. This will be key
to regenerating the Industrial estate in
the long term and creating a Wildfowl
and Wetland destination.
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4.2 The 15 Minute Neighbourhood
Framework

Figure 11. Open spaces and community facilities
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T

he principles of the ‘15 minute city
(popularised recently by the mayor
of Paris) require that access to basic
needs and services within 15 minute
radius from home are adaptable to
Hoylake and will improve the daily lives
of all local residents and as a response
to the issues highlighted during the
pandemic, e.g. significant
dissatisfaction with newer homes and
neighbourhoods that don’t provide for
these daily needs (for detailed
evidence see the ‘Home Comforts’
report by Place Alliance, 2020).
Recommendations for the design and
improvement of new and existing
neighbourhoods:

• The aspiration should be for
everyone to live within five
minutes walk of a significant
green space or park, and never
more than 10 minutes.
• The aspiration should be for
everyone to live within five
minutes walk of a basic range of
local facilities, including shops,
and never more than 10 minutes.
• Homes, facilities, and green
spaces should be linked by
connected, walkable, and green
streets and by high quality
walking and cycling
infrastructure with, wherever
possible, low levels of traffic.
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4.3 Accessible, Active Travel
Framework

Figure 12. Connectivity and Active Travel Hubs
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B

e it walking to school, cycling to
work, or other everyday journeys
you make to get from place to place
– rather than solely for leisure or
fitness – active travel can offer a
convenient, accessible and affordable
way to move more.
Increasing levels of physical activity is
central to improving Hoylake’s
residents health and wellbeing, and
active travel is viewed as one of the
key ingredients together with:

Safety

The risk of crime is minimised by
enhanced security, and the promotion
of well-defined routes, overlooked
streets and places, high levels of
activity, and well-designed security
features;

Accessibility

The needs of a range of different users
will be met, including disabled people,
older people and families with small
children to create accessible and
inclusive places, be it a town square or
promenade, or even the foreshore or
countryside paths. We must make a
more inclusive town where everyone
can participate with innovative ideas
like off-road wheel chair hire and other
individual electric modes.

Health in Place
The following 5 key ‘Putting health in
Place’ Principles that apply to the
Design, Delivery and Management of
places have helped to inform the local
vision for the Masterplan:

• Create compact neighbourhoods
• Maximise active travel
• Inspire & enable healthy eating
• Foster health in homes & buildings
• Enable healthy play and leisure
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05

The
Promenade
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5.1 Opportunities Area:
The Promenade

T

here was a broad consensus on
developing more activities along
the promenade, such as events and
sports from the public consultation.
Some people suggested using
existing spaces for this, such as the
green space by the Lifeboat Station
and the former public toilets.
Connectivity was considered a key
issue; people asked for a cycle lane
along the promenade and better
signage. Another key request was
facilities, in particular toilets and a
café.
The need for beach cleaning and
maintenance was regularly mentioned
by both supporters and opponents of
a natural beach, along with issues of
surface water and waste water
drainage contaminating the beach.
The majority of respondents were
optimisitic about the economic and
ecological opportunities that a more
natural future beach management
might bring. Many suggestions were
made on this theme, with people
talking about the potential for ecotourism particularly.

There is an opportunity
to address many of these
issues within a public realm
focused redesign of the dated
Promenade to attract use and
activity for all.
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SWOT Analysis: The Promenade (from consultation)

Strengths

Weaknesses

● Coastal location / views – connection to
nature (e.g. bird-watching)

● Attractive, legible links to the town
centre needed

● Existing foreshore/coastal habitats
(especially bird-life)

● Lack of amenities and facilities for
visitors

● Access to foreshore for various active
recreation users

● Lack of food and drink outlets nearby

● Incorporates the Wirral Way cycle route
on promenade
● Extensive foreshore environment
● Use of beach for active recreation (kite
sailing etc.)
● Important local open space and key
focus of the local community
● Attracts visitors to the beach with
tourism benefits for the town
● Significant pedestrian and cycle space
on the promenade
● Formal recreation area on Meols Parade
Gardens
● Activity providers & clubs: Pedal Away,
Hoylake Sailing Club, Wirral Sand Yacht
Club, Community Centre (& food vans)
● Flexible events spaces (e.g. for RNLI)
● Enjoys strong environmental
protections: SSSI; RAMSAR; SPA, SAC

● Lack of public transport connectivity
● Primarily residential frontage limiting
commercial sites
● Polluted drainage outlets to the
foreshore
● Absence of engagement and
information to inform stakeholder views
on Beach management vs.
conservation and improvement of SSSI
(dilemma)
● Traditional beach management has
suppressed natural processes and
increased windblown sand and
adversely impacted the ecosystem
● Large number of motor vehicles parking
on and driving the North Parade route
creates a safety issue and barrier
● Cyclists routed on promenade
pavement with pedestrians
● Under utilized ex-bowling green
● Car-oriented north parade

(See over page for opportunities and threats)
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Promenade SWOT Analysis (continued...)

Opportunities
●

Improve public realm and surfacing of
promenade and north parade in a
holistic fashion to minimise conflict

●

Increase dwell-time and opportunities
for community to form with ‘sticky’
uses

●

Potential visitor centre for the beach
or cycle-hub/repair shop/café or a tea
rooms/sandwich shop,

●

Improve existing facilities, recreation
and leisure opportunities (e.g. toilets,
to serve tourism

●

Threats
●

Attracting anti-social behavior or
disturbance to residents

●

Gaudy recreation / leisure
development not in keeping with
Hoylake character (refer to Design
Code)

●

Traffic on North Parade acts as a
barrier due to car traffic and parking

●

Misinformation regarding different
issues of drainage outlets causing
unsightly areas of the beach and
naturalisation of the foreshore

Saltmarsh and dune succession is a
natural resource; potential ‘soft’ storm
defense – protects and increases
biodiversity

●

Changing image of the foreshore in
short term and failure to manage
expectations whilst nature begins to
take its course

●

Integrated habitat management
addressing windblown sand issues

●

●

With Natural England assent,
potential to retain an “amenity beach”
area while allowing natural
succession along the rest of the
foreshore

Not enhancing Hoylake promenade to
attract increased UK tourism market
and promoting Hoylake’s identity

●

Removal of Asset of Landscape value
from the Local Plan. NDP can protect
key public landscape viewing points

●

Safeguard the natural environment of
the foreshore

●

Improve non-motor vehicle access
(e.g. off-road wheelchair hire)

●

Improve signage to the promenade
and improve walking / cycle route

●

Integrate new Sustainable Drainage
System (SuDS) as part of the work

●

Skate park opportunity in existing
recreation area for young people

●

Improve evening/ feature lighting and
safety for pedestrians

●

EV charging points, cycle lane
markings, putting people before cars
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Opportunity Sites: The Promenade (West)

Opportunity Site 1a:

Opportunity Site 1b:

Land at junction of

End of Trinity Road

Alderley Road and

Site Area: 0.12 Ha

North Parade

Current use: viewpoint and
beach access

Site Area: 0.36 Ha
Current use: Former shelter
Potential Uses: Public Art /
pocket park, picnic benches /
Café / visitor facilities / activity
hire (e.g. off-road wheelchairs)
Assets, issues and
considerations:
• Access from adjacent
buildings
• Views of adjacent
apartments
• Use for temporary events
such as RNLI Lifeboat Day

(See over page for location map)

Potential Uses: support for café /
visitor information / ranger office /
all-terrain wheelchair or cycle hire
Assets, issues and
considerations:
• Established as a viewpoint
• Former toilet block location
• Small site detached from
main promenade
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Opportunity Sites: The Promenade (West)
Potential sites

Land at junction of Alderley
Road and North Parade

Key Vista

The Promenade / North Parade form a wide corridor that could be
rebalanced to create a more attractive, safe and welcoming space

1a

Conservation
Area
Figure 13. Site CL2: Promenade existing site layout and features
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Beach, Victorian railing, with
parking on N. Parade

Sunset at Hoylake promenade

End of Trinity Road build out
(former toilet block site)

1b
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Opportunity Sites: The Promenade (East)
Potential sites in context

Existing open space next to
RNLI Lifeboat Station

Potential site next to Drinking
Fountain

Parade Gardens inc. gardens
and bowling green

1c
1d

Figure 14. Site CL2: Promenade existing layout and features

1e
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Hidden promenade (Wirral
Way cycle route)

1f

View to ‘hidden’ promenade
from across boating lake

Land at eastern tip of Meols
Parade Gardens

1g
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Opportunity Site 1c:

Opportunity Site 1d:

Open Space by RNLI

The Drinking

Lifeboat Station

Fountain

Site Area: 0.36 Ha

Site Area: 0.12 Ha

Current use: Existing green
open space (grass)

Current use: Existing hard open
space (flexible but extensive
tarmac is unattractive)

Potential Uses: Café / Beach
visitor centre / Leisure (e.g.
skate park)
Assets, issues and
considerations:
• Vehicle access between RNLI
Lifeboat Station and beach
• Visually prominent site (not
suitable for gaudy leisure
uses)
• Existing dwellings on North
Parade with views to
foreshore
• Adjacent to existing
recreation uses at Meols
Parade Gardens
• Good accessibility to
foreshore / promenade/
North Parade

Potential Uses: Cycle Hub / Café /
Beach visitor centre / Leisure
(e.g. outdoor gym)
Assets, issues and
considerations:
• Prominent location at
junction of North Parade /
Hoyle Road
• Vehicle access between RNLI
Lifeboat Station and beaches
• Good accessibility to the
beach/ promenade/ N.
Parade
• Opposite to the Parade
Hoylake Community Centre
• Located on long distance
Wirral Way cycle route
• Grade II Listed building – The
Drinking Fountain
• Adjacent to existing Bowls
Club / Boating Lake
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Opportunity Site 1e:

Opportunity Site 1f-g:

Meols Parade

Promenade behind

Gardens Recreation

Meols Parade

Area

Gardens

Site Area: 1.33 Ha

Site Area: 500m length of Prom.

Current use: Open space and
recreation (Bowls Club, pocket
parks and gardens, 5-a-side
football; basketball and tennis
courts x2)

Current use: Existing promenade
(emergency access only) but
limited active frontage due
to Meols Parade Gardens due
to protective wall along the
boundary of the recreation uses,
preventing wind / blown sand)

Potential Uses: Open space and
recreation including skate park
Assets, issues and
considerations:
• Established recreation focus
on the promenade
• Disused former bowling
green to east of club
• Potential to replace or
upgrade existing facilities
• Maintain / respect existing
communities, e.g. bowls club
• Potential for skate park to
cater for different age groups
• Potential to integrate more
with ‘hidden’ promenade
• Proximity to foreshore means
wind and sand can affect
activities

Potential Uses: ‘Beach huts’ /
stalls / art walls / linear park /
seasonal uses / gateway art
Assets, issues and
considerations:
• Shielded from residential
uses for small scale
development opportunities
• Gateway between Hoylake
and Meols (art opportunity)
• ‘Hidden’ stretch of prom. with
inactive frontage - separation
from recreation ground due
to walled-off
• Good accessibility to the
beach/ recreation/ boating
lake / foreshore / N. Parade
• Opposite entrance to
Queens Park and playground
(Meols)
• Incorporates part of Wirral
Way cycle route
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Opportunity Sites: The Promenade (West)

Promenade surfacing and
environs in need of upgrade

Gateway signage and
information to promenade

Continuous informal parking
detracts from environment

Potential pocket park with
native landscape / public art

Key orientation point for Wirral
Way route

Potential to re-balance street
space / parking / promenade

Retain flexible event space or
location for activity hire

Key Link

1a

Figure 15. Site CL2: Promenade existing site layout and features
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Key
Key orientation and
landscape viewing point
Potential public art
feature location
Key cycling route

Signage and way-finding to
Town Centre on Trinity Road

Native planted linear park
street furniture & landscaping
Potential 45’ parking bays, set
within pocket landscaping

Link to town centre
Potential hardlandscape, planting &
SuDS schemes

Key viewpoint and location for
nature information and
signage

Safely integrate cycling route
into promenade/ N. Parade

1b
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Opportunity Sites: The Promenade (East)
Potential location of skate
park for next generation
Enhance setting of Listed
Fountain

‘Beach huts’ (either lock-ups /
changing facilities or stalls)

Potential reinstatement of
‘pirate ship’ or themed play
structure

Key space for enhancement
and establish visitor facilities

Potential pocket park or
bio-diverse ecology gardens

Potential Cafe / Cycle Hub /
Visitor centre / Activity Hub

Potential Winter Gardens or
Ecological visitor centre

Gateway public art to aid the
legibility of the ‘hidden’ prom

Potential
activity decking
(timber)
expansion

Potential
Bio-Gardens
Lake

1c
1d

*

Bowls

Key Link

*

Tem
plat

Figure 16. Site CL2: Promenade existing layout and features

Potential
Skate Park

1e
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Key
Key orientation point

Native planted linear park
street furniture & landscaping

Potential public art
feature location

Retain existing pitches
and courts

Key cycling route
Link to town centre

Increase legibility of links
through to promenade

Hard-surface and landscape
improvements
Pedestrian and cycle lighting
scheme improvements

Public art-wall / historywall / green-wall /
nature-wall
Retain gardens,
planting displays and
seating

Potential hardlandscape, planting &
SuDS schemes
Key gateways / arrival
points

Gateway public art feature
Signage and way-finding for
cyclists and pedestrians

mp.
tform

Gateway
Cycle

1f
Pitches

Courts

Green Link

Key Link

Garden

Queens Park

Garden

*

1g

icle
Veh

Key (continued)

Potential structure /
building
Potential bio-diversity
educational gardens

Key community and
visitor space / facilities
Potential recreation
use
Existing parks &
greens
Existing pitches &
courts
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Precedent Studies:
Opportunity Area:
The Promenade &
North Parade
Promenade public realm:
• Morecambe promenade (inc.
Lancashire Way route)
• Blackpool public realm
• Hornsea public realm

Active Uses:

• Beach Huts – Various
• The Sea Shed (Cafe) –
Benone Beach, NI
• Beach Cafe – West End
(Morecambe)
• Sovereign Skate park
– Eastborne

Foreshore environment:
• Formby (National Trust)
• Eden North (concept)
environmental visitor
attraction
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Figure 17. Photographs: Heritage, Habitat and Regeneration
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06

Carr Lane
Industrial and
Residential
Areas
Next
Steps
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6.1 Masterplan Site: Carr Lane
Industrial and Residential Areas

M

any people who engaged in the
discussion about the Carr Lane
Industrial and Residential area were
not from the immediate area, but from
the wider town and surrounding areas.
There is a plan to consult further with
businesses when funds become
available as this is key to ensuring
businesses are engaged with plans to
upgrade the estate.
Respondents talked about increasing
businesses and sports facilities,
suggesting developing these activities
would improve the connection of the
estate with the rest of the town.
Respondents talked about the need to
improve the appearance of the
houses, streets and green spaces on
the estate.
One of the main issues identified was
the rail crossing. Some people
suggested building a bridge or building
a road on the other side of the estate.

There is a desire to address
residential environmental
quality on the Estate and also
accessibility to and from the
Carr Lane Estate for safety
and integration with the town
centre facilities.
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SWOT Analysis: Carr Lane (from consultation)

Strengths
● Existing recreation ground and green
space for wildlife at the centre
● Surrounding countryside and access
countryside via public rights of way
● Existing employment and business
opportunities and communities
● Existing residential communities around
Proctor Road and the end of Carr Lane
● Existing sports clubs: Hoylake Municipal
Golf Club, Hoylake Rugby Club, The
Underground Training station (gym)

Weaknesses
● Large number of motor vehicle / carbon
dependent businesses on site (but will
need to switch to sale and maintenance
of electric cars soon)
● Connectivity for existing communities is
disrupted by the railway and trains
multiple times per day
● Poor quality appearance and
environment around industrial premises
● Services infrastructure may require
upgrading (Electric, water)

Opportunities

Threats

● Transition to cleaner, greener
businesses that don’t rely on fossil fuels

● Continued carbon dependency of local
businesses

● Greater integration of existing
communities based around Proctor
Road and the end of Carr Lane

● Communities feeling ‘left behind’ or
ignored

● Provision of additional residential
development; facilities and services
● Inclusion of the Ellerman Lines site for a
Wildfowl and wetland centre as part of
the wider ‘Area Requiring Landscape
Renewal’ within the Green Belt
● Improve public space and general
character of streets and spaces

● Erosion of green space
● Being subject to unsympathetic or
inappropriate development
● Development on Green Belt
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Carr Lane residential

Ellerman Lines site:

2a

Carr Lane recreation area

Carr Lane Industrial Estate
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Site: Carr Lane Industrial and Residential Areas (CL2)

CL2
2a
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Masterplan & Opportunity Sites:
Carr Lane, Ellerman Lines
Masterplan site CL2:

Opportunity Site 2a:

Carr Lane

Ellerman Lines site

Site Area: 17.5 Ha

Site Area: 3.2 Ha

Current use: Industrial (circa
12.5 Ha) residential; open space
& recreation; landscape

Current use: Vacant site / Green
belt

Potential Uses: EV businesses,
tech business/‘green’ industry;
mixed-use neighbourhood,
open space & recreation
Assets, issues & considerations:
• Close to Hoylake railway
station and Market Street
• Existing industrial uses and
residential communities
• Railway line creates a barrier
and reduces accessibility /
integration for existing
communities
• Existing open space and
recreation at centre of site
• Sports and recreation uses in
and around the site
• Good access to countryside
rights of way
• Historic industrial use since
Victorian era
• Land ownership & leases

Potential Uses: Wildfowl and
Wetland Centre; landscape
improvement
Assets, issues & considerations:
• Green belt site
• Brownfield land
• Wetland landscape character
area
• Landscape improvements
required to wider wetland
area
• Potential Wildfowl & Wetland
Centre
• Potential golf course resort
development
• Planning application for
housing on green belt

(see previous page
for location map)
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CL2 Site Area: 18.03 Ha
Indicative mixed-use
development: 11.00 Ha
Indicative open space: 2.5 Ha
Retained residential: 3.5 Ha
Retained landscape / ecology
area: 0.5 Ha

Potential green bridge across
railway line to Town Centre

Potential community hub /
building as a focal point

Indicative development
parcels for phased delivery

Tree planting & environmental
improvements to Carr Lane

Retain
Green
Heart

Potential improvement to
access for emergency
vehicles

New green spaces to benefit
adjacent neighbourhoods

Phased redevelopment of
blocks subject to constraints
Potential views out to green
space and sports fields

Existing homes to be retained
and consulted on proposals

Potential improvements to
street-scape and frontages

Area for
Landscape
Renewal
Potential for Visitor Centre
with access to newly
designed Wildfowl and
Wetlands Centre on the land
to the South and East of the
site
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Precedent Study 1:
Site CL2 - Carr Lane
Eco-town:
Live-work / Green business
/ Community uses
• A hierarchy of streets
• A variety of homes
• The Colony – Wilmslow
(barn-style modern offices)
• Live-work – home/ office
• B2 businesses / residential
• Local centre / community
hub and flexible space
• Business incubator units
• Existing businesses retained
and rehoused or relocated
through consultation
• Automotive businesses could
transition to electric
• Agribusiness-tech hub
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Figure 18. Selected precedent images
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Precedent Study 2:
Ellerman Lines
Wildfowl and wetland
centre:
• Visitor centre (natural building
materials/ passive design)
• Woodland education centre
example
• SuDS and green roofs
• Re-wilding landscape
margins
• Linking habitats and
improving landscape quality
for habitat increase and
bio-diversity net gain
• Limited self-build plots for
zero carbon eco homes with
ground source / solar heating
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Figure 19. Selected precedent images
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07

Town Centre

Appendix
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7.1 Masterplan Area:
The Row, Market Street

T

he majority of respondents to the
consultation expressed their
support for the idea of a town square,
which was first raised in the council
commissioned BDP Masterplan of
2004. They considered it to be an
opportunity to create a focal point for
the town, feeling that it would be
beneficial for the community to have a
place to gather. People would like the
square to be used for events,
performances and a farmer’s market.
Some expressed doubts about the
proposed location and suggested the
area near the train station as an
alternative. Another idea was to
incorporate the old Co-op building as
part of the square, as an indoor market
or an event space. Concerns were
raised about the relationship of the
square to those businesses currently
established in the Row and the
adjacent area. These must be
consulted with further so that they are
at the heart of proposals if desired.

The people of Hoylake think it is
key to have a vibrant, distinctive
and diverse offer, including
independent shops, hospitality
offers and services and there is
a will to realise for these around
an attractive, multi-use town
square.
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SWOT Analysis: The Row, Market Street (from consultation)

Strengths
● Well located at heart of the town
● Well connected via Market Street
● Multiple streets linking to Promenade
● Limited alternative for public square
(market/ event space – what about by
the station? Assessment of
alternatives?)
● Existing on-street parking spaces
● Existing service lane to the rear so no
new access required

Weaknesses
● Existing high traffic levels on A553
Market Street
● Perceived low-quality of some existing
outlets (although improving)
● Low quality modern building design at
the Row
● No direct links/ line of sight to
Promenade/ foreshore
● Residential and commercial leaseholds
are in place

● High-quality public realm materials and
details on site edge to Market Street
already in place
● Existing take up of attractive/ artisan
local businesses (e.g. The Trappist, The
Hoylake Pantry, Colin Lunt Fruit and Veg.)

(See over page for opportunities and threats)
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SWOT Analysis: The Row, Market Street (continued...)

Opportunities

Threats

● Proactively address the changing profile
of the town centre / Market Street
towards community focus

● Potential introduction of another local
supermarket in former Co-Op building
(not required, several already)

● Improve public space to attract people
to local businesses, increase dwell time
/ lingering and hold events (e.g. an
artisan market, good business festival)

● Economic impact of Covid19 corona
virus and changing profile of the High
Street (downgraded to local centre but
footfall is key to defend the role of town
centre)

● Scope to re-balance space on the site
and Increase scale of public space
whilst reducing private car park
● Create an inclusive, multi-functional,
‘green’ town square.
● Deliver an Anchor development (e.g.
Community Hub / live-music/theatre
space) – day and night economy
● Community and social focus to support
the creative community and
complement the Beacon Arts Village
(e.g. performance and studio space)
● Mixed-use development - housing,
shops, services, food and drink; artisan
business; art or community/ remote
working
● Provide some mixed-housing types and
tenures (including affordable units)
● Include higher density residential to add
footfall to Market Street and maintain a
sense of ownership out of hours
● Develop an architecture that is locally
distinctive and sympathetic to local
character or Market Street

● Do-nothing to aid / promote recovery
and risk decline
● Existing businesses offering valuable
services or goods require assurances
and rehousing / temporary
accommodation
● New owner; unpredictability about long
term intentions for the site
● Potential planning applications for
residential only development with little
or no community benefit
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Site HS3: The Row Site analysis

Figure 20. Analysis diagrams: Building Heights / Potential buildings
to retain or replace / Active Frontages / Public and private realm
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Site HS3: The Row, Market St.

Site in Context: Market Street

The Beacon Arts Village
(former town hall)

Street tree planting and public
realm improvements

The Row site frontage and
existing short setback

Key link to
promenade

Potential
Town Sq.

*

The Beacon
Arts Centre

Figure 21. Site NP19 Opportunities and Constraints

Key focus
for identity
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Key building frontages
opposite the site

Non-locally distinctive
modern architecture

Key link to
promenade

Key link to
Carr Lane

Attractive historic cottages
sit alongside modern building
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Masterplan Site HS3:
The Row
Site Area: 0.29Ha
Current use: Existing setback to
mixed-use buildings (residential
above retail units) & anchor unit
Potential Uses: new town square
with events and market space;
new community arts building
Assets, issues and
considerations:
• Existing businesses and
residents in flats above
• Current architecture not
locally distinctive / adding to
the townscape
• Good public realm detailing
along site frontage
• Good accessibility to the
wider neighbourhood
• Existing mature trees on site
frontage
• Complementary anchor /
uses to the Beacon Arts
village near the station
• Private car park space behind
underutilised
• Flat roof 2 storey buildings
uncharacteristic
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Site HS3: Illustrative Site Layout
Mixed-use development inc.
residential with roof gardens
Multi-functional public space
for events and play /resting

Potential to convert old Co-op
buildings into theatre

Trees and planting retained &
reinforced on site frontage

Green roofs and roof gardens
capture rain & reduce run-off

Pedestrian desire lines added
to market street as crossings

Servicing and private parking
(reduced) at rear of square
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Precedent Study 3:
Site HS3 – The Row
Town Square:
• Goose Green – Altrincham
• Market Sq. (various)
• Pavillion / temporary
structure (various)
• Public art (local artists)

Anchor development:
• The Horsebridge Arts Centre
– Whitstable, Kent
• The Forum Community
Theatre, Romiley
• The Produce Hall, Stockport

Mixed-use development
• Zig-zag – Newhall, Harlow
• The Beacon, Hoylake
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Figure 22. Selected precedent images
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89

08

Indicative
timeline

Next Steps
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8.1 Indicative timeline
Short
(0-5 years)

Medium
(5-10 years)

Longer
(10-15 years)

TOWN SQUARE
• Co-design with
community in
workshops

THE PROMENADE
• Skate park
• Site specific
proposals

• Resurfacing
and drainage
improvements

CARR LANE ESTATE
• Public realm
improvements
• Wildfowl and
Wetland Centre

• New bridge
crossing

• Changed profile
of automotive
business

[All options, proposals and timings are subject to consultation,
securing of funding and partnership working with relevant bodies
and local authorities]
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Summary potential benefits:
• Post Covid19, more people will
continue to work from home an
opportunity; using local businesses,
more time spent using and
appreciating Hoylake, greater
footfall
• Reduction in private and public
transport use benefits the
environment; community; physical
and mental health
• Where there is footfall, local
destination businesses will appear
in response

• NEF Local Multiplier 400% more
money kept circulating locally when
spent locally on small businesses
• Increased awareness of
environmental imperatives; global
warming, carbon sequestration
• New tech an opportunity; EV
charging points, more emphasis on
walking and cycling routes and
associated way-finding
• Naturalisation of beach must be
turned into an opportunity

• Not just retail but mixed use;
meeting spaces, classes, live /
work-spaces, workshops,
educational facilities, health and
well-being, artists and makers,
leisure and entertainment,
entrepreneurial ideas flourish

• Need to make North Parade and
beach more attractive with more
facilities

• Better opportunity to cater to
younger people for indoor and
outdoor activities

• Make the most of what we have;
outstanding built environment; two
Conservation Areas, largely intact
Edwardian and Victorian buildings

• ‘Good’ business leads to better and
more sustainable job creation and
employment
• Greater emphasis on locally
sourced produce, lower carbon
footprint
• Using produce from smaller
producers who farm in more
sustainable ways; better for carbon
sequestration

• Make most of what we have;
outstanding natural environment,
wildlife, SSSI etc.

• Important history; the role of the
Hoyle Lake in supporting the growth
of Liverpool
• Potential to make Hoylake an eco
and independent leisure and retail
destination; complementary to New
Brighton’s more commercial offer
• Increase Hoylake’s value as part of
the City Region
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